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SUEZ is helping the City of Newport, RI meet its goal of providing efficient and sustainable wastewater service  
to its residents and protecting the water quality of its famed harbor.
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As you can read in this issue, the City of Montréal, in 
its bid to become a “resilient city” that can protect its 
environment, its residents and its future, has signed a 
contract with SUEZ to design, build, operate and maintain 
an organic waste treatment center. This contract provides 
for a two-year construction period of the plant followed by 
a five-year operating period. 

There are other examples, as well. In Newport, RI,  
$38 million worth of infrastructure and treatment process 
upgrades made by SUEZ have significantly reduced the 
amount of sewage and stormwater flowing into Newport 
Harbor. Norwalk, CT, which was looking for an expert in 
water and wastewater management that could contribute 
to the City’s sustainability efforts, recently awarded 
SUEZ a $78 million contract. And our Advanced Solutions 
division, showing once again why it is the trusted source 
for municipal asset management, has landed three key 
contracts in Tennessee, Ohio and New York. 

Thank you all for your hard work and dedication  
throughout 2019! 

Nadine Leslie
CEO SUEZ North America

Dear Colleagues:  
 
Making it look easy is never easy. Whether it’s keeping the 
water flowing or the business processes running smoothly, 
hard work, planning and dedication are always required.

That’s why Catherine Ricou has charted a new course to 
strengthen Advanced Solutions, as discussed in this issue of 
The Resource. Her plan includes a detailed six-point action 
plan and a management reorganization to position it for 
sustainable growth. 

Of course, planning and execution are hardly new concepts 
at SUEZ. Jim Nekus, vice president of Capital Planning 
and Delivery, explains that quite well in his discussion of 
CAPEX investment in this issue. When you consider all 
the moving parts involved, CAPEX investments are hugely 
complicated undertakings. They involve multiple teams at 
multiple sites and on multiple levels. And their success is 
wholly dependent upon communication and teamwork—the 
underpinnings of the One SUEZ concept we’ve talked about 
so much in 2019.

Our reputation for successful planning and execution is why 
businesses and municipalities turn to SUEZ time and again 
for solutions. 

 

CEO message
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shaping SUEZ 2030
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As president of Advanced Solutions, Catherine Ricou recently announced her six-point action plan for the Division.

 
 
“I truly believe we can achieve success and accomplish our goals  
as we come together as one team.” 

— Catherine Ricou, president, Advanced Solutions 
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Catherine Ricou, named Advanced Solutions president in mid-2019, has charted a new course to 
strengthen the division. Her plan includes a detailed action plan and management reorganization.

“Organizational changes at Advanced Solutions will strengthen our business. This year the division  
has been facing sales and delivery challenges that are affecting our financial results for 2019.  In order  
to meet the challenges we face, we must modify our approach and evolve as a business. These changes  
will focus on regaining profitability, standardizing our processes, managing compliance, delivering high  
quality service to our customers, and positioning ourselves for future, sustainable growth,” said Ricou. 

The six-point action plan includes:

• Advancing a strong and committed health and safety culture

• Building a strong delivery strategy for a profitable portfolio

• Creating a recovery plan to turn around the well business

• Launching efficiency initiatives and risk control process

• Reprioritizing the Program, Plan and Deliver (PPD) initiatives

• Developing the environment for a successful sales team

To implement the plan, Ricou announced that Eduardo Garcia has joined the team as the new chief financial 
officer of Advanced Solutions and Environmental Services. Garcia had previously served as vice president, 
Corporate Finance.

Fernando Almirall has become senior vice president, Business Transformation-focusing on shoring up SUEZ’ 
well business, and Natalia Buga as director, Strategy and Performance, is the project management officer  
in charge of monitoring the progress of Advanced Solutions’ action plan. 

Jonathan Cato, senior vice president, Lines of Business, will realign his teams to increase efficiency and  
focus on our core and strategic lines of business. His organization will focus on operations, quality 
management and engineering.

In addition, Advanced Solutions will consolidate its regions from four to three, each managed by a regional 
vice president: North Region, managed by Ed Faust; South Region, managed by Angelo Missos; and Central 
and West Region, managed by Brian Kelleher. Regional vice presidents will now focus solely on Advanced 
Solutions’ business. “These leadership changes will enable us to drive our objectives and lead Advanced 
Solutions to success,” concluded Ricou.  m 

refocusing our priorities to strengthen 
Advanced Solutions
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No one can predict the future. But Jim Nekus and his team can tell you what it will likely take to build it.

 

CAPEX: predicting the unpredictable

infrastructure improvement

As vice president of Capital Planning and Delivery for North America, Nekus and his team have the formidable 
task of weighing countless factors—from climate change to water main life expectancy—to decide where, 
when and how much money should be invested in capital projects. It’s a challenge that requires the input  
and project execution by many SUEZ employees.

“Capital investments are made with a lot of analysis. It takes quite a bit of time and effort,” said Nekus. 
“There’s an entire team that looks at these things and tries to prioritize the investment, based on need  
and regulation. And then the hard work that goes in to making sure that these investments are put into  
the ground. So, it’s really a big effort from beginning to end.”

In general, capital projects fall into three buckets: those that are related to compliance, customer growth,  
and those that improve customer satisfaction.

Compliance-related CAPEX projects can be the trickiest to predict. Not only must SUEZ meet  
existing environmental regulations, but it must anticipate compliance costs associated with emerging 
contaminants, such as PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances), which have only recently been given 
serious consideration as a health hazard but are not yet regulated under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act.

 continued on page six



 
 

In general, CAPEX investments help to ensure safe facilities and  
reliable water service, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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Safety-related CAPEX projects, such as the Woodcliff Lake, NJ dam upgrade ensure that the dam infrastructure meets 
stringent safety standards. The infrastructure will now be able to withstand a storm event equivalent to nearly four times 
the intensity of Tropical Storm Floyd.
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infrastructure improvement

“Our stance has always been that we take a proactive look at capital. SUEZ knows that 
customers deserve and expect good, reliable water and wastewater systems.” 

 
 — Jim Nekus, vice president, Capital Planning and Delivery 

Capital improvements made to ensure customer satisfaction have their own challenges. Environmental 
factors, including unseasonably hot weather, can wreak havoc on supply and demand and strain customer 
good will. That’s been the case in New York where unusually persistent algae blooms in the Lake DeForest 
reservoir led to taste and odor issues. 

Resolving the condition is complex. The breakdown of algae is related to a combination of water treatment 
processes and changing weather conditions, which SUEZ cannot predict or control. However, SUEZ can—and 
is—taking action through a multimillion-dollar upgrade of its Lake DeForest Water Treatment Facility in West 
Nyack. “We had to make sure that the investments are prudent,” said Nekus. “So, we piloted several different 
technologies, made a selection, brought the project to a certain stage of design, and then bid out $30 million 
project to a design-build contractor.” The project is now subject to approval by various agencies. “So, we’re 
talking about multi-year development, planning, bidding and permitting before we can get a shovel in the 
ground,” said Nekus.

Capital planning is also needed to address anticipated customer growth. For example, in Idaho, where SUEZ is 
experiencing its highest rate of organic customer growth, SUEZ has planned several major projects to increase 
the amount of water supply available. Perhaps the most important project is the completion of the seven-mile 
Redwood Creek Pipeline and an upgrade to the Redwood Creek well pump capacity. SUEZ based its designs to 
address the shortfalls in the summer—meeting seasonal demand in the high desert climate there has been a 
challenge—and to anticipate growth over the next 10 to 20 years. 

“We are going to continue to step up to the plate and we are going to invest in our systems and make sure  
that our customers’ satisfaction is met and exceeded,” concluded Nekus.  m 
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SUEZ will be making a $30 million dollar upgrade to its Lake DeForest Water Treatment Facility in West Nyack, NY.  
These investments will help ensure customer satisfaction, where unusually persistent algae blooms in the  
Lake DeForest reservoir led to taste and odor issues.
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advanced technology 

one step closer to environmental 
sustainability
Step by step, Norwalk, CT, has become a leader in environmental sustainability. First, the city outlawed 
single-use plastic bags and Styrofoam. Then it announced plans to replace fleet vehicles with hybrid 
models. And just recently, it awarded SUEZ a $78 million contract for the operation and maintenance  
of its wastewater system.

Norwalk was looking for an expert in water and wastewater management that could 
contribute to the City’s sustainability efforts by bringing advanced technology and tools to 
optimize the wastewater system. Over industry competition, the City chose SUEZ, based on 
the offering we proposed and our strong reputation in the New England area. “Protecting 
the environment is a top priority for the City of Norwalk because it directly affects our  
entire community,” said Norwalk Mayor Harry W. Rilling. “Ensuring residents have access 
to basic resources, that their health is being protected, and that they enjoy a good quality  
of life is critical to the growth of our City.”

In addition to managing the system—which includes an 18 million-gallon-per-day 
conventional wastewater treatment facility, 210 miles of sewers and 25 pump stations—
SUEZ will optimize the system’s supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and 
geographic information systems (GIS). SUEZ will also implement and modernize other 
maintenance and management tools, such as sewer line acoustics and hydrogen sulfide 
(H2S) gas monitors.

SUEZ will also make available its network of experts and resources across North America 
and the group, allowing the city to further modernize the system and improve its efficiency. 
The contract will span 10 years and service nearly 89,000 residents.

“Norwalk is a big win for SUEZ and will continue to set the standard for excellence in 
operations and customer service in the New England region moving forward,” said  
Nadine Leslie, CEO of SUEZ North America. “This new partnership aligns with our 
company’s vision to expand and bring innovation to different communities all while 
enhancing the customer experience.” m 
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The City of Norwalk, CT chose SUEZ based on the offering we proposed and our strong reputation in the New England area.

“Protecting the environment is a top priority for the City of Norwalk  
because it directly affects our entire community.”

— Harry W. Rilling, Mayor, City of Norwalk, CT
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growing our company

The Advanced Solutions division, showing once again why it is the trusted source for municipal asset 
management, has landed three key contracts in Tennessee, Ohio and New York.

The City of Covington, TN, a long-time SUEZ tank asset management program customer, has signed a new  
$2.8 million metering asset management contract that includes the installation of an advanced metering  
infrastructure (AMI) network with 4,100 meter transmission unit (MTU) end points, 1,000 shut-off valves and  
4,530 smart meters. The installation, whose costs will be spread over five years through the use of a finance  
partner, is expected to take about 18 months. The contract also includes a 15-year maintenance program for  
the entire system. 

In New York, the City of Glens Falls signed a tank asset management program contract for two 2.3-million-gallon  
welded steel standpipes. The contract includes complete interior and exterior renovation of both tanks, the installation  
of PAX PWM-400 active mixers and the installation of three new 24-inch butterfly valves. Work will begin in the spring  
of 2020. The City selected SUEZ after reviewing the benefits of our asset management approach—including the total cost 
of ownership and the transfer of maintenance risk. 

And in Ohio, the City of Youngstown signed a contract for the rehabilitation of 3,240 feet of water mains. In addition to 
providing a water bypass solution to avoid service disruption during the project, SUEZ will perform a video inspection 
of the pipes followed by a thorough cleaning and recoating of the six-inch cast mains. The City had received repeated 
customer complaints about discolored water in eight dead-end streets and decided to pilot this spray-in-place pipe 
rehabilitation system (SIPP) as a cost-effective alternative to pipe replacement. 

SIPP technology can yield an estimated cost savings of 20 to 30 percent when compared to direct replacement, instead 
of digging up the entire length of the pipe that needs attention and replacing it all. SIPP also minimizes consumer 
inconvenience by relining water pipes rather than digging them up and replacing them. Due to the reduced costs and 
environmental and community impacts, trenchless technologies are increasingly preferred by municipal engineers. m  

Spray-in-place pipe rehabilitation system (SIPP) is a cost-effective alternative  
to pipe replacement. Trenchless technologies are increasingly  

preferred by municipal engineers. the trusted source for municipal 
asset management
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SUEZ has landed three key contracts in Covington, TN, Youngstown, OH and Glens Falls, NY.

Spray-in-place pipe rehabilitation system (SIPP) is a cost-effective alternative  
to pipe replacement. Trenchless technologies are increasingly  

preferred by municipal engineers. 

Covington, TN
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company milestones

 
The goals outlined in those plans—the Resilient City Strategy, Community Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Plan, a 
Climate Change Adaptation Plan, the 2016-2020 Sustainable Montréal Plan and others—are aggressive by any measure.  
For example, by 2020 Montréal is looking to recover and recycle 60 percent of the organic waste it produces—up from  
14 percent in 2014—and 70 percent of its recyclable materials—up from 58.3 percent.  

Montréal is not going alone, however. It is enlisting the help of clean-technology industries related to green chemistry, 
waste material, energy efficiency and renewable energy, and soils and groundwater. “The City of Montréal intends to act  
as an agent of change in terms of responsible procurement. Our administration recognizes the importance of working  
with our internal and external partners toward an exemplary procurement model,” said Mayor Valérie Plante.

SUEZ North America will be one of Montréal’s key resiliency partners. The city has signed a contract with SUEZ to design, 
build, operate and maintain an organic waste treatment center. This contract, worth about $127 million, provides for a 
two-year construction period of the plant followed by a five-year operating period. 

This is the second contract won this year by SUEZ in Montréal. In April 2019, Montréal selected SUEZ to design, build and 
operate the city’s first composting facility, located in the Saint-Laurent borough.

becoming a resilient City
Montréal, like other major cities, faces its share of social, economic and environmental challenges. 
But Montréal has a plan—actually, several of them—to become a “resilient city” that can protect its 
environment, its residents and its future. 

“The City of Montréal intends to act as an agent of change in terms of responsible  
procurement. Our administration recognizes the importance of working with our  

internal and external partners toward an exemplary procurement model,” 
 

— Mayor Valérie Plante
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The latest plant, located on the east side of Montréal Island, will convert organic material into biomethane, producing 
enough renewable gas to power around 3,600 households. It will do that by processing 60,000 tons of organic waste 
produced by nearly 1.5 million residents. 

SUEZ will equip the latest plant with innovative technologies allowing for the anaerobic digestion of organic material 
to generate biogas, which will then be purified using high-performance membranes to produce biomethane. Montréal 
expects to commission the plant in 2022, and SUEZ will operate and maintain it for five years.

This plant will help the City of Montréal reduce its greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels by 80 percent by 2050. 
That’s because while combustion of biogas, like natural gas, produces carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas, the 
carbon in biogas comes from existing carbon in plant matter. Thus, biogas production is carbon-neutral and does not 
add to greenhouse gas emissions. Replacing fossil fuels with biogas thus lowers CO2 emissions. The biogas will be 
injected into the local gas network.

Recovering household waste into new resources is as much an economic issue as an environmental one: It helps 
preserve natural resources, curb greenhouse gas emissions and reduce the volumes of waste stored. Cities like 
Montréal are now playing a key role in the circular economy by creating local recovery cycles. SUEZ is proud to  
support the City of Montréal in its transition towards a new local, sustainable, and low-carbon energy model. m

“The City of Montréal intends to act as an agent of change in terms of responsible  
procurement. Our administration recognizes the importance of working with our  

internal and external partners toward an exemplary procurement model,” 
 

— Mayor Valérie Plante
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innovation promotes conservation

paving the way for green initiatives 
in New England 
 
SUEZ and the City of Newport, RI have done much to improve the famed harbor since teaming  
up 20 years ago. 

In 2016, Newport signed a new contract with SUEZ to extensively renovate its wastewater treatment plant. Under 
the terms of the design-build-operate (DBO) contract, SUEZ continued to maintain and operate the wastewater 
system for 20 years while providing critical upgrades that would benefit the City for years to come.

Under SUEZ management, more than a dozen capital improvements have been made. They include the deployment 
of a new SCADA system, a new odor control scrubber, a sodium hypochlorite system, a dechlorination system, 
concrete tank repairs, pump station upgrades and landscaping. Newport has also implemented advancements  
that have enhanced sustainability efforts for not just the City but for the operation as a whole.

In 2019 the blowers were replaced with high efficiency turbo blowers and 290 kilowatts of solar photovoltaics were 
installed on roofs, the ground and two carports. The turbo blowers improved the aeration efficiency and provided 
a savings of $25,000 per year and reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 150 metric tons per year. The new solar 
panels installed will offset a significant portion of the plant’s energy use, saving over $35,000 per year, and will 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 200 metric tons per year. 

Plant improvements include $38 million worth of infrastructure and treatment process upgrades, and have 
significantly reduced the amount of sewage and stormwater flowing into Newport Harbor. The treatment  
capacity of the plant has been raised to 30 million gallons a day from 19.7 million gallons a day. The  
improvements have helped to meet state Department of Environmental Management mandates and improve  
the water quality of the famed harbor. m
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Infrastructure and treatment process upgrades to the Newport Operations wastewater treatment plant have  
significantly reduced the amount of sewage and stormwater flowing into Newport Harbor.  

“We’re excited to be part of the solution that helps Newport meet its goal of providing  
efficient and sustainable wastewater service to its residents, and looking forward to doing  
so for years to come.” 

— Xavier Castro, president, Environmental Services



 
  

Alexandra Noriega 
Years of service:  12 years 
Current role:  Assistant Project Manager 
Location:  Kearny, NJ

I am SUEZ

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?     
Being part of a team that strives to provide optimal water  
and wastewater services to communities. 

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do? 
I am fortunate to have a team of individuals with strong work 
ethics. Whether repairing main breaks, flushing hydrants, 
or working through snowstorms, it’s a rewarding experience 
overcoming difficult challenges and tasks as a team. 

At SUEZ, it is important to provide a high level of customer 
service.  Who are your customers and how do you provide 
service to them?  
My customers are the 40,000 residents of Kearny, NJ. It is my 
responsibility to manage the operations and maintenance of 
the town’s water system, while meeting all health and safety 
standards set by the New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection and US Environmental Protection Agency.

How do you continue to invest in your professional 
development? 
Currently, I am participating in the SUEZ Licensed Operator 
Recognition & Development Program to obtain my water and 
treatment licenses in NJ.  I have my W-1 license. My goal for  
next year is to obtain the W-2 and T-1. 

To grow our Company, it is important to… 
Share knowledge! By sharing knowledge with your team  
it is a great way to improve your skillsets and develop  
effective solutions.

16



 
  

André Noel 
Years of service:  3 years 
Current role:  Director, Revenue Management & Metering Services
Location:  Atlanta, GA

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do? 
Helping small to mid-size utilities enjoy the benefits of 
smart metering asset management solutions and services.
 
What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
I am part of a team dedicated to using our resources and 
capabilities to provide our utility customers with the best 
industry solutions, services and support. 
 
What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?  
As an instrument rated private pilot, I enjoy flying airplanes.  
This combined with playing musical instruments, tennis and 
trail riding on dirt bikes keeps me active.   
 
To grow our Company, it is important to… 
Remember we are ONE SUEZ! By continuing to remove the 
silos between our businesses and harnessing our resources, 
capabilities, experience and expertise towards a common goal, 
I am convinced that SUEZ can deliver any solution or service 
better than any company in the industry. 
 
How do you think your co-workers would describe you? 
As an easygoing individual who enjoys making others 
successful.  And as someone who is always putting the best 
interests of our customers first.   
 
Best piece of advice I have received is… 
“No Barriers, No Limits, No Excuses.” 
 
Have you had any mentors over your career and how have they 
helped you? 
My parents have been my mentors over my entire career.  
Their life experiences remind me every day of how much I can 
accomplish if I have the desire, the passion, the drive and the 
determination to make it happen.
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Daniel Appleton Newport, RI Operator II Chief Operator I
Renaud Buclon Edmonton, AB Business  Development & Commissioning Manager Technical Director
Joseph Cappetti East Rockaway, NY Assistant Plant Manager Plant Manager
Michael Catanese Jersey City, NJ Utility Worker w/CDL Leader
Nancy Chhin West Basin, CA Operator I Operator II
David Crisdell Wantagh, NY Assistant Plant Manager Plant Manager
Jennifer Cupper Paramus, NJ Senior IT Web Business Analyst Product Manager
Cara Dadswell Edmonton, AB Apprentice Millwright Journeyman Millwright
Laura J. Dale Wilmington, DE Water Quality Specialist Senior Water Quality Specialist
Vincent Desiderio Wantagh, NY Assistant Maintenance Manager Maintenance Manager
Jeffrey Dobbins Perry, AR Field Service Technician 1 Field Service Technician 3
William Donovan Wantagh, NY Plant Manager Plant Superintendent
Nanette S. Eckley Perry, IL Administrative Assistant Administrative Coordinator
Chandra L. Flurkey Harrisburg, PA Utility Worker-Harrisburg Construction Coordinator
Ahmed Giwa Wantagh, NY Supervisor Planning & GIS GIS & Data Management Analyst
David J. Hoosack Toms River, NJ Operations Asst Supervisor Production
Michael Knight Laurel, MS C&D Technician IV C&D Coordinator
Joshua Korpi Fenton, MI Semi-Journeyman Journeyman
William Maggiulli Wantagh, NY Supervisor Field Manager Collections System
Kyle L. Mays Hackensack, NJ Supervisor GIS Assistant Manager GIS
Maria Montalbano Wantagh, NY Contract Manager Asst Collection System Manager
Anthony Pagan East Rockaway, NY Maintenance Technician Electrician II
John Palardy Woonsocket, RI Operator I Chemist
Henry Phan West Basin, CA Engineer III Manager Engineering
Daniel Ryan Wantagh, NY Plant Manager Contract & Compliance Mgr
Stephen S. Scally Mishawaka, IN Apprentice Advanced Apprentice
Nenad Sebez West Basin, CA Supervisor ECLWRF Manager Operations & Chief Plant Operator
Christopher Senneville Devens, MA Maintenance Technician O&M Technician IV
Jessica Sirico Paramus, NJ Training Specialist Senior Training Specialist
Patrick R. Smerz Lombard, IL Apprentice Advanced Apprentice
Jason Swain Holyoke, MA O&M Specialist Assistant Plant/Project Manager
Allison Thompson Wantagh, NY Engineering Coordinator Contract Compliance Coordinator
Antoine Vuillermet El Segundo, CA Director Business Development Vice President Performance & Strategy 
Darin L. Winegardner Tipton, IN Apprentice Advanced Apprentice

Name Location Previous Job Title New Job Title

employees on the move

recognizing outstanding achievement
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Congratulations to our coworkers who recently attained an accredited degree, certificate or new license.educational achievements
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Elizabeth Barajas  
West Basin, CA  
Wasterwater Treatment Plant  
Operator Grade V   
 

Shane Bergdahl  
Edmonton, AB 
Supply Chain Management Professional 
   

Kenneth Carmine  
Wantagh, NY  
Certified Advanced  
Procurement Professional  
  

Christopher Glosson 
Hyannis, MA 
Distribution Grade 1D Full  
  

Ian Harrington  
Kearny, NJ 
Water Distribution W1   
 

Jason Kiernan 
Bayonne, NJ 
Water Distribution W2   
 

Andrew  Lee 
Burbank, CA 
Electrical/Instrumentation Grade I 
   

Richard  McDaniel 
Boise, ID 
Drinking Water Distribution  - OIT  
  

Jorge Placencia 
Burbank, CA 
Wastewater Treatment Plant  
Operator Grade I    

Ron Rodriguez 
Toms River, NJ  
Wastewater Treatment T1 License 
   

Tyler Schofield  
Springfield, MA 
Collections Systems Operator - OIT 
   

James Sherwood 
Mohawk Valley, NY 
Filtration Plant Water System  
Operator Grade IIA   
 

Gregory Smith  
Laurel, MS 
Wastewater Treatment Class III   
  

Daniel Sullivan-Xenos 
Rockland, MA 
Operator Grade 4-M   
 

Katherine Whartnaby 
Haworth, NJ 
Water Treatment T1   
 

  



SUEZ North America was honored with the We Value Our 
Veterans Award by New Jersey Governor, Phil Murphy for 
the Company’s efforts to support veterans and promote 
a military-friendly environment. This award reflects the 
collective efforts of our UVN members. Pictured are  
Adela Wekselblatt and John Libitz, UVN Chair, at right.

Congratulations to our colleagues for their extraordinary efforts. We’re proud of the excellent work 
you do on behalf of our customers, our company and the communities we serve.

recognizing outstanding achievement
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industry awards & recognition

Advanced Solutions won the 2019 Sherwin-Williams 
impact Award for Fort Lauderdale, FL tank painting.  
The award honors extraordinary projects that ensure  
the proper care and upkeep of critical water and 
wastewater infrastructure. 

Our Wixom Operations team has received the Michigan 
Voluntary Protection Program (MVPP) Star award for 
worksites that implement outstanding systems to manage 
worker safety and health. The team has achieved MVPP 
Star Approval since 2012. 

The Wellsville, OH Chamber of Commerce recognized  
SUEZ as the October Business of the Month. 

Michael Boven, area manager, has been appointed to the 
Water Environment Federation (WEF) Plant Operations  
and Maintenance Committee.

The YWCA of Bergen County New Jersey honored  
Donna Koeniges, executive assistant, with a Tribute to 
Women of Influence (TWIN) Award. TWIN honors women 
who have excelled in their fields and made significant 
contributions to their organizations and to  
their communities. 

Dan Schoenfelder, hydraulic modeler, received an 
Advancement Award from Westchester Water Works for 
his work on Power BI, an innovative tool that can help 
water providers quickly identify and respond to leaks.

SUEZ received a Yellow Rose Award from the Eastchester 
Beautification Foundation in New York. 

Douwe Busschops, director, Customer Experience, was 
appointed Chair of the NAWC Customer Satisfaction 
Committee working with industry experts to make 
“Customer” a bigger part of the conversation in the  
water business.

Bill Madden, director, External Affairs received a  
Hearts of Gold Award from the Catholic Charities  
of Rockland County, NY for the work done in the  
Rockland County Community.



SUEZ and the City of Orange, NJ came together for a 
ribbon cutting ceremony and celebration of the new 
Orange office and training center.
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As a company committed to sustaining the planet, we know that innovation and best practices are key to our 
success. As industry leaders, we recognize that it’s important to share our knowledge with others who are  
also trying to protect public health and preserve natural resources.  

Jon Arneth, project manager, Mohawk Valley, presented 
on Optimizing and Expanding Technology for a Sustainable 
Future to both the Mohawk Valley Environmental 
Information Exchange and the American Academy  
of Environmental Engineers and Scientists. 
 
Alan Weland, vice president & general manager, Long 
Island Operations, presented on water reuse projects at 
the Long Island Clean Water Partnership’s Eighth Annual  
Water We Going to Do? Conference. Alan was also part of a 
panel discussion about sewer infrastructure investment in 
the Nassau County system at the Vision Long Island Smart 
Growth Summit.

 
Peter Peng, Ph.D., P.E., technical director, wastewater, 
published an article titled “What Every Operator Needs to 
Know About Clarification” in the November issue of Water 
Environment & Technology. Peter also moderated Session 
525: Keeping it in-house: utility SCADA development 
advantages during WEFTEC 2019. 
 
David Stanton, president, Utility Operations, was part of a 
panel discussion at the American Water Summit on how 
water industry consolidation is moving to the forefront 
of how we are going to fix the water and wastewater 
infrastructure needs of our nation. 
 
Carol Walczyk, director, water quality, presented on 
Simultaneous Compliance Challenges in Surface  
Water during the AWWA NJ Conference. Carol  
also presented on Emerging Contaminants at the  
NAWC NY Chapter Conference. 
 
Robert Raczko, PE & senior process engineer, presented  
on PFAS: What you Need to Know during a PFAS seminar. 
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SUEZ hosted an Open House at the Swan Hills 
Treatment Centre. Open to the public, the event included 
guided tours of the one-of-kind hazardous waste 
processing facility and how it impacts communities 
throughout Alberta and Canada.

industry papers & presentations

Gayla Fecher, P.E., engineering manager, Delaware 
Operations, presented on Sustainable Water Resources 
Planning at the Water Resources Association of the 
Delaware River Basin annual Technical Event. 
 
Kanwer Khan, vice president, Environment, Health, 
Security & Safety, presented on Data Driven Decision 
Making during a EHS&S webinar. 



are you ready?
Every year, 8 to 12 million tons of plastics are dumped into the oceans. 

Safeguarding the oceans starts on land. Today we command the technologies 
to collect, recycle and recover plastics and wastewater.  We can transform 

this waste into renewable resources. Thanks to this new model,  
the preservation of the oceans becomes possible.   

Learn more at https://www.suez-na.com/en-us

 safeguarding  
 the oceans 
time for solutions 


